Fundamental biomaterial properties of tough glycosaminoglycan-containing double network hydrogels newly developed using the molecular stent method.
The purpose of this study was to clarify fundamental mechanical properties and biological responses of the sodium hyaluronate-containing double network (HA-DN) gel and chondroitin sulfate-containing double network (CS-DN) gel, which were newly developed using the molecular stent method. This study discovered the following facts. First, these hydrogels had high mechanical performance comparable to the native cartilage tissue, and the mechanical properties were not affected by immersion in the saline solution for 12weeks. Secondly, the mechanical properties of the CS-DN gel were not significantly reduced at 12weeks in vivo, while the mechanical properties of the HA-DN gel were significantly deteriorated at 6weeks. Thirdly, the degree of inflammation around the HA-DN gel was the same as that around the negative control. The CS-DN gel showed a mild but significant foreign body reaction, which was significantly greater than the negative control and less than the positive control at 1week, while the inflammation was reduced to the same level as the negative control at 4 and 6weeks. Fourthly, these gels induced differentiation of the ATDC5 cells into chondrocytes in the culture with the insulin-free maintenance medium. These findings suggest that these tough hydrogels are potential biomaterials for future application to therapeutic implants such as artificial cartilage. The present study reported fundamental biomaterial properties of the sodium hyaluronate-containing double network (HA-DN) gel and chondroitin sulfate-containing double network (CS-DN) gel, which were newly developed using the molecular stent method. Both the HA- and CS-DN gels had high mechanical properties comparable to the cartilage tissue and showed the ability to induce chondrogenic differentiation of ATDC5 cells in vitro. They are potential biomaterials that may meet the requirements of artificial cartilage concerning the material properties. Further, these DN gels can be also applied to the implantable inducer for cell-free cartilage regeneration therapy.